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Observation Reflection 
 
I observed both Kelly and Alli Monday 19 October. I couldn’t decide who I wanted to 
observe, so my decision was not to decide on just one, and Kelly and Alli had classes 
at back-to-back hours: problem solved. I got to attend both. I begin my reflections 
here by describing first the main events of the class and then I move into how those 
observations spur thoughts I relate to my own class and teaching (as I understand 
them). 
 
Roberts 319 
Kelly’s Classroom, 10:00 a.m. 
 
Kelly began her class by taking attendance and then giving a quick outline of the 
day’s plans. I caught the class on a walkabout day. (Which ended up giving a nice 
contrast to Alli’s in-class observation.) The class’ assignment was to go to the 
Student Union Building and find three traits of a discourse community they 
observed there. The students had 25 minutes total, and were encouraged to return 
by the attendance that would be taken at 10:30. Then, everybody filed out. 

Student 1: “We’re going to find a discourse!” 
Student 2: “I want to find a croissant.” 
(I overheard two students say this to each other as they left the classroom. I 

love hearing my students talk, too. While I’m always lamenting how quickly the 50 
minutes of my classtime go by, I am a sucker for hearing what’s going on in my 
students’ lives. There are inevitably a few comments here and there when we 
transition from in-class writing to small groups to big circle that get a few moments 
discussion that have to do with the students, regardless of apparent relevancy. Also, 
as a side note, this is also perhaps why a student of mine referred to getting off-topic 
as “pulling a DeWolf” in class the other day…) 

Everyone was back at 10:30 and then it was time for discussion. Kelly stood 
at the front of the room in the lectern, coat on, coffee mug in hand. She asked to hear 
what everyone had found, and requesting volunteers. A couple of hands went up 
and she called on the students (mostly by name), and they started to talk about the 
communities they found by the evidence of them in the SUB. She was good, I felt, at 
waiting the few moments for students to think and then to respond. I also noticed 
that she uses d2l (bless her) while also jotting the assignment up on the board to be 
copied-down. (I don’t usually put the assignments up in the room anywhere, but 
send out a class-wide email after class. That way some whole email server has to go 
down—or for me to do something dumb—for an assignment not to arrive. Either 
way, not confusion or down-for-maintenance d2l.) 

I also noted the regular use of her Kellyisms squishy and thingy throughout 
the observation. Segue. I know I have a few -isms of my own. For example, just the 
other morning I had a student mimic the amused, drawling wooooooow I issue at the 
class in general when they begin an attack on an article or protest an in-class write 



or laugh at me. I like it. And I’m glad they’ve begun to co-opt it. I hope that it 
suggests that my students are feeling like they have a place and an authority in the 
classroom to say something—even to joke (and even, playfully, at my expense). I 
also liked hearing the student’s voices in Kelly’s classroom. I hope that I give enough 
pause for them to speak. I think that I do. I haven’t (yet!) had to call on students 
when volunteering conversation in a group discussion just wasn’t happening. But I 
also think that the way the particular discussion was framed in her class the day I 
observed was different than the way my classroom discussions usually are. And 
come to think of it, I think the main difference is that while her students attempted 
this task solo, my students engaged a similar activity in groups. As a result they had 
some strength in numbers for presenting their findings. And while I didn’t use my 
finger to point to who should speak next, I’m pretty sure I did jump into their 
conversations by asking hey, what did you find?  

Also, I think the reason I sit down when I talk to my class—I try as often as 
possible to be sitting in a regular classroom seat—is to keep the teacher-student 
dynamic at least disrupted for me. Plus, and Kelly didn’t do this, but I think that I 
would probably be tempted to lean on the lectern if I were behind it. I think I’m 
slouchy enough as it is, and who needs or wants the leany-too-tired teacher in front? 
(Also why I, like Kelly, come to class coffee-in-hand!) And it’s so easy to talk. If I 
weren’t sitting, looking into my students’ eyes maybe I’d start to lecture. I mean, it’s 
called a lectern. (Which I just looked up and found that it comes from the Latin 
legere, to read. I love how reading becomes lecturing.) And when my class is 
discussing a text—or when I ask my class to talk about what they wrote about in 
response to a text—I find I usually have my book open to that article on my little 
desk. Why is that? Give me the comfort of my mini-lectern. My own way of leaning. 
 
Linfield 109 
Alli’s Classroom, 11:00 a.m. 
 
Alli began with good-mornings and checking-ins about homework due and a brief 
overview of what will due. (She’ll take reading responses typed or hand-written. I 
like this—I really like physical papers. For me they seem easier to manage and 
comment on. I like the movement that comes with their physicality. And the non-
backlit nature of the white of the pages. The primary downside (again, for me) being 
they are harder, potentially, to keep track of long(er)-term.) Then it was discourse 
community-sharing-time. She looked around the classroom using students’ names 
(mostly), and asking them what community they had chosen to investigate and 
analyze. This was helpful, it seemed, for many students and gave some clarification 
(for example in getting students to distinguish between researching a major or a 
career). There were two students in late—one just after, one some minutes’ time in. 
Then everyone broke into groups of three or four to discuss the Kain and Wardle 
article. 

For most of the class Alli sat on the desk at the front of the room (leaning 
occassionally). She waited at the front while the groups discussed (approximately 
five minutes), then: “What did you guys think about Kain and Wardle?” This is 
almost verbatim how I begin my discussions. An informal lead in that I hope lets the 



students decide what from the readings (or experience of the readings) they would 
like to discuss. From there, once the students began to get to some of the key terms 
from the reading Allie jumped up and began jotting their definitions up on the 
whiteboard. 

I really like the use of the whiteboards. And I’ve tried a mix of both me 
writing what my students say up on the board and having them write their own 
thoughts up on the board (I’ve mysteriously collected quite a few whiteboard 
markers so far this term). But in either case, I like having their words up. 

Sitting in Alli and Kelly’s classrooms, in a backrow corner seat in both cases, 
also made me think about how my students position themselves in the room. My 
students started the term by moving around irregularly. Each class it felt like they 
had a different place in the room. Now, however, it seems things have settled a bit 
and they’ve found more concrete zones to keep within. To sort of counter this I like 
moving into small groups and rearranging into the big circle. Alli’s class did both 
while I was there. Alli, at least on the day I observed, allowed the students to form 
their own groups, something which I’ve also grown accustomed to, but which I’ve 
found leads to regular groupmates and certain zoning. To counter this a couple 
times I’ve added caveats to self-arranging groups: I’ve said that they couldn’t group 
with people in class that they already knew. It was amazing, actually, when halfway 
through this term I heard most of my students introducing themselves to each other 
as they found a new group to sit in (which made me wish I’d done this earlier). As 
with Alli and Kelly, I try to use my students’ names when I can. Handing back papers 
(thanks, Tim), asking specific questions. Sometimes my students still raise their 
hands in our group discussions, and that’s an opportunity, too. I didn’t really see 
hands go up at all in Alli’s room, but the way the group discussion moved it was 
group to group or person to person, so there was a natural flow for students to 
share rather than an all-facing-forward Q&A for individuals. And I know I still raise 
my hand in my classes from time-to-time, for me it’s ingrained. So I don’t think it’s a 
bad thing, necessarily, but I love the times when our class discussions get so full of 
student-voices that they are waiting to talk one-after-the-other without on the verge 
of interrupting, hands forgotten. These days are the best. Thinking back, these are 
the days when my class has had a strong reaction to the reading. While usually 
dislike, at least they are engaged. And, like Alli, I usually start by asking, what did you 
think? I love to see how they met the text. Any reaction is a good start. 

 


